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TermGenie: The Tool 

 

•  Easy to use (web-based tool: no installation required) 

•  Quick turn-around-time for curators: create a new class and permanent identifier within 
minutes 

•  Multiple templates (19 currently) that can reference external ontologies (10 templates currently 
reference ChEBI), with option to add new templates.  

•  Reduced workload for editors  

•  Reasoning:  

•  Automated placement of new terms  

•  Easier maintenance of the ontology 

•  NEW FEATURE: the new FREE-FORM TermGenie gives more options for users 

 



 
1. Retrieve existing templates for user 
selection 

2. TermGeneration (a) Generate textual 
data and OWL axioms (b) Use 
reasoning to check for existing classes 
and new or changed relations  
 
3. Review of generated classes by the 
user 
  
4. After review, assign permanent 
identifiers to the new classes  
 
5. Add the new classes into the queue 
for review 
 
6. Senior ontology editors review the 
classes: accept, modify, obsolete  
 
7. Commit the changes to the ontology  
 
8. Send confirmation e-mail to the user 

TermGenie Workflow 

Principal developer: Heiko Dietze 



19 Templates 



You can know search the templates 
by category, in a tree-view: 
e.g. chemicals 
e.g. transport 



•  Editors review the submitted terms, working on weekly rota 
•  Editors can: 

 a) accept term (most common) 
 b) accept term with minor-edits (e.g. revised definition, relationships, synonyms etc) 
 c) reject term (usually after checking references, and alongside correspondence with user) 

•  Requires 10-30 mins per day 

The Review Process 



 

 

 
1.  User or editor identifies a common pattern:  Is it suitable for a template?  

 
2.  Create an OWL definition (genus + differentia)  

 
3.  Check inferences  

 

4.  Check existing terms and missing cross-products  

 

5.  Repeat 3 & 4 until there are sufficient cross-products and suitable inferences for new terms  
 

6.  Add the template  

 
7.  Testing with the senior ontology editors 

  
8.  Announce the Template  

 
9.  Keep a look at the QC checks (i.e. Jenkins, asserted inferences)  

 

Requires lots of prep work by 
the editors to place all the xps. 
E.g. ChEBI alignment: 
TermGenie is a direct pay-off 
for this work 
	  

Workflow for a new TG template 



TG additions per month 
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TermGenie Stats - last year (April 2012-March 2013) 
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